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KUWAIT: At two O’clock Thursday, July 09, 2015, the
volume of the Norwegian pension fund — the sover-
eign fund —- amounted to $862.5 billion with invest-
ments entirely abroad and a publicized strategy. Its
investments are distributed to 60 percent stocks, 35
percent fixed income, and 5 percent real estate.
Geographically, they are distributed as follows: 39 per-
cent Europe, 39 percent North America, 18 percent
Asia, and 4 percent rest of the world. All this informa-
tion is derived from the site (www.nbim.no) which is
available to all and is updated in minutes with every
decision made. Its investments on 3/3/2015 were very
close to its objectives: 62.5 percent stocks, 35.3 per-
cent bonds-fixed income- and 2.3 percent real estate. 

Last week, in a closed session to the National
Assembly, and in one day in the year in the end of the
legislative term, the government presented what has
been wrongly called the ‘State’s Financial Position’
while in fact it is nothing more than a presentation to
the total components of the Future Generations
Reserve and the General Reserve. It has been custom-
ary to leak the black box information after every secret
session. We cannot confirm its precision or even its
accuracy.  

However, we cannot but document the leaked
information after subjecting it to a logic test. The
leaked information estimates the future generations’
reserves at about $ 400 billion and the general reserve
at $ 144 billion, a total of $ 544 billion for both. This
figure is close to a figure published recently at $548
billion. Added to this number, are other assets the
details of which haven’t been made public, with a val-
ue of around $48 billion. With the assumption that the
liabilities with a value of $63 billion will be deducted
from the total assets value, the net balance will be
close to the value of the combined total  of the
reserves accounts. We can neither confirm its value nor
its components details. It does not seem to be related
to the domestic development plan. Neither do we
know its role in making local human capabilities, nor
the role of local institution in it, nor achievement tar-
gets and its success or failure. 

The details  of  the black box philosophy are
unknown until a tragedy occurs. The pretext that pub-
lishing figures and announcing goals open the eyes of
third parties to claim a share therein is invalid because
costs of mismanagement and corruption with such
philosophy are much higher. What happened at the
Social Securities’ Institution provides the best example.
Clean and competent managements do not fear trans-
parency; on the contrary, they support it because their
interest lies in showing their achievements. Strong
governments do not fear third parties’ pressures,
either. Their decision is connected to the will of the
people. Shared third parties obtain them, external
pressures on the government are futile. 

Fifteen years ago, a beautiful idea from a group of
specialists emerged backed by some officials. The idea
called for creating a work team and coordination
among all institutions that manage public funds such
as KIA, Public Institution of Social Securities, Kuwait
Petroleum Corporation (KPC), the Central Bank of
Kuwait, and Kuwait Fund for Economic and Social
Development. The aim was to unify the decision-mak-
ing mechanism, unifying supervision and accounting
systems, unifying follow up and evaluation reports and
making periodic comparisons among them, and unify-
ing negotiations forces between similar investments
for all or some of these institutions. The proposal tend-
ed to approve a by law by reward and punishment
including the appointment and changing of officials in
accordance with the criteria of ethical and competent
performance and comparison among the said institu-
tions. But the unstable Public Administration aborted
the proposal while under preparation. Perhaps the fea-
tures of the long term financial deficit which threatens
of wearing those reserves as in the end of the 1990s
are more than enough to revive that old and lovely
proposal.  

General Budget and Financial Deficit 
Sound conclusions expressed by officials who

approved the general budget 2015/2016 three months
beyond its due date. They could have been better than
sound statements had they been associated with an
action plan to counter its likely repercussions. The
Minister of Finance says in a statement: ‘We are facing
a difficult situation at present that urges us to think
seriously in starting the financial reform operations to
control our general current expenditures and to diver-
sify revenues sources so that the budget will not con-
tinue to be under the mercy of oil market develop-
ments. The Minister adds: I indicated more than once
the impossible continuity of the state’s public finance
as is and that the budget deficit is inevitable and is
expected by world institutions to happen between
2017 and 2021”. He also stated in another location
what implies that the world institutions’ estimates
were optimistic and the preliminary statements of the
state’s closing account of the past f iscal  year
2014/2015 indicate actual deficit by about KD 2,314
million. 

We do not want to judge the past. But the unsus-
tainable situation is a local industry during unfettered
financial policy with the expansion of its worst compo-
nent when the expansion in annual growth rate scored
about 13 percent. Throughout 10 years, warnings from
imminent collision of the public finance with the wall
which the Minister of Finance is complaining against
have not ceased. The complaint of the Minister of
Finance is a positive sign for awareness, albeit late. But
who is the complaint to? Solutions should come with
complaints.  But indicators are uncomfor table.
Endorsing the budget came three months after it
became effective while we are supposed to have three
budgets approved in advance. Salaries and the like
consume 52 percent of its expenditures and 20 per-
cent go to subsidies. The remaining 28 percent go to
public expenditures. As this pattern of expenses is
impossible to sustain, the remaining does not meet
the minimum limit for achieving any growth objective. 

In fact, figures indicate that there is no relationship
between public expenditure and the development
plan. Out of 501 projects financed by the budget, 77
percent thereof are unrelated to the development
plan, according to the Budgets Committee Report,
perhaps due to the criteria mentioned by the
Secretary General of the Higher Planning Board and as
such are considered waste in resources and are not
projects. 

Let us assume that deficit figures in the budget of
FY 2014/2015 came better than the preliminary figures

stated by the Minister of Finance, or even achieved a
surplus; and let us assume that the expenditures of the
current budget by about KD 19.17 billion and its rev-
enues in the amount of KD 12.2 billion, with a hypo-
thetical deficit, without discounting the amount for-
warded to the future generations reserve, by about
KD7 billion, came better or even achieved surplus, will
that drive us to forget the impossible continuity. In
fact, the difference is not about the impossible conti-
nuity but about its timing. Costs of producing one bar-
rel of oil are KD2.515 now but are increasing; its local
consumption is also increasing; the new arrivals to the
labor market will double in 16 years, and the oil prices
will not return to 2013 levels in the foreseeable future.
The solution does not lie in simple reminders and
complaints alone. 

Trading features at KSE
Kuwait Clearing Company issued its report titled

“Trading Volume According to Nationality” for the peri-
od of 01/01/2015 to 30/06/2015, which was published
on Kuwait Stock Exchange’s (KSE) official website. The
report indicated that individual investors are still the
prevailing group though their share is declining, and
captured 50.3 percent of total value of sold shares
(52.1 percent for the first half of 2014) and 47.2 per-
cent of total value of purchased shares (45.9 percent
for the first half of 2014). Individual investors sold
shares worth KD 1.231 billion and purchased shares
worth KD 1.155 billion, with a net trading, more sell-
ing, by KD 67.044 million. 

Corporations and companies sector captured 28.8
percent of total value of purchased shares (28.3 per-
cent for the same period 2014) and 26.3 percent of
total value of sold shares (20 percent for the same peri-
od 2014). The sector purchased shares worth KD
703.483 million and sold shares worth KD 642.603 mil-
lion with a net trading, more purchasing, by KD 60.879
million. 

The third contributor to market liquidity is  the
clients’ accounts sector (portfolios) which captured
15.5 percent of total value of sold shares (19.9 percent
for the same period 2014) and 14.6 percent of total
value of purchased shares (15.4 percent for the same
period 2014). The sector sold shares worth KD 379.356
million and purchased shares worth KD 357.123 mil-
lion, thus making its net trading, selling, by KD 22.233
million. 

The last contributor to liquidity is the investment
funds sector which captured 9.4 percent of total value
of purchased shares (10.5 percent for the same period
2014) and 7.9 percent of total value of sold shares (8.1
percent for the same period 2014). The sector pur-
chased shares worth KD 230.365 million and sold
shares worth KD 192.967 million making its net trad-
ing, purchasing, by KD 37.397 million. 

KSE continues to be a domestic stock exchange
with Kuwaiti traders forming the biggest trading
group by selling shares worth KD 2.133 billion, captur-
ing 87.2 percent of total value of sold shares (89.1 per-
cent for the same period 2014), and purchased shares
worth KD 2.070 billion capturing 84.6 percent of total

value of purchased shares (83.4 percent for the same
period 2014). As such, their net trading, the only one
selling, scored KD 62.241 million, meaning that the
Kuwaiti traders’ level of confidence is the least in their
stock market. 

Other investors’ share, out of total value of pur-
chased shares, scored 11.6 percent (13 percent for the
same period 2014). They purchased what is worth KD

284.254 million while value of their sold shares scored
KD 235.037 million, or by 9.6 percent of total value of
sold shares, (8.1 percent for the same period 2014).
Thus, their net trading, more purchasing, scored KD
49.217 million. 

GCC investors’ share out of total value of purchased
shares formed 3.7 percent (3.6 percent for the same
period 2014), worth KD 91.459 million, while percent-

age of their sold shares scored 3.2 percent (2.9 percent
for the same period 2014), worth KD 78.435 million.
Their net trading was, purchasing, by KD 13.024 mil-
lion.  

Relative distribution among nationalities changed
slightly from the previous period: 85.9 percent for
Kuwaitis, 10.6 percent for traders from other nationali-
ties and 3.5 percent for GCC traders versus 86.3 per-
cent for Kuwaitis, 10.5 percent for other nationalities
and 3.2 percent for GCC traders as at the end of the
first half of 2014. This means Kuwait stock exchange
remained domestic though with more trading by for-
eign investors and investors from outside the GCC
than from the GCC with trading prevalence to individ-
uals. 

Number of active trading accounts between the
end of December 2014 and the end of June 2015
decreased by -4.9 percent, (compared with a larger
drop by -70.4 percent between the end of December
2013 and the end of June 2014). Number of active
trading accounts in the end of June 2015 scored about
58,019 accounts, or 16.2 percent of total accounts,
compared with 39,556 accounts in the end of June
2014, or 11.9 percent of total accounts, and increased
by 46.7 percent between the end of June 2014 and the
end of June 2015, and drop -36.5 percent over May’s
level in one month, as a result of the holy month of
Ramadan, which is usually accompanied by weak per-
formance and lower liquidity. 

The Greek crisis and Its lessons 
Greeks voted by a big ‘NO’ to the austerity program

imposed by its other 18 euro partners. While the Greek
Prime Minister gave the impression that this No will
support his negotiating position with his European
partners, those partners gave him a period until next

Sunday July 12, 2015 to come up with an acceptable
proposal. The dilemma is in the advanced positions
and judgments between the two parties. The prevail-
ing impression about Greeks for centuries is their non-
compliance. The 8 crises of Greece took an average of
10 years each to solve while the average was one year
for Germany. Ironically, the support for Greece to solve
its problem is financed mainly by Germany whose

Chancellor imposed her controlled vision and man-
aged to extinguish 4 fires in Italy, Spain, Portugal and
Ireland. She believes it is in a better position now to
endure the exit of Greece from the Euro instead of
spoiling its other four achievements. 

On the contrary, Greece believes it offered all pos-
sible endurable sacrifices. Its gross domestic product
(GDP) lost 25 percent of its level since the outbreak of
the crisis due to austerity. Youth unemployment is
above 50 percent, and a quarter of the parents are
unemployed as well. Pensions of grandfathers also
suffered. This miserable condition drove people to
vote with No with majority. Though exit from the Euro
represents economic suicide in the short to the medi-
um terms, people believed they have nothing else to
lose, which is a wrong assumption because if Greece
loses the European custody and returns to the
Drachma, it will need many years of subsided confi-
dence, sharp decline in the real income due to infla-
tion and increased rates of unemployment and immi-
gration. 

The lessons derived from the Greek experiment are
in the benefits of discipline, compliance, evils of loose
policies, bad and corrupt management. History as
well as the present makes its partners disbelieve what
it proposes or does. Therefore, it, apart from the other
troubled countries, whose economy reform was belat-
ed and it is the one who pays the cost. 

In Kuwait, the Secretary General of the Higher
Planning Board disclosed to Al-Qabas newspaper that
Kuwait lived for 8 years without development or plan-
ning. The former development plans were nothing,
just combining projects without connection and irrel-
evant to the Plan’s goals. He created 62 criteria which
reduced the number of projects which are related to
the Plan and its goals from 1200 projects to just 100,
ie 8.3 percent only. Similarly, Chairman of the parlia-
mentary Budgets Committee declared that 77 percent
of the present projects have nothing to do with the
Development Plan. 

In brief, the present Plan is a failure in advance.
The financial policy, the most important economic
policy instruments in Kuwait, is irrelevant to the
Development Plan because most projects it finances
do not contribute to achieving the Plan’s goals. What
is regrettable is that the Secretary General of the
Higher Planning Board reverted from his correct
words despite the government’s official announce-
ment last year that it failed to achieve the former
Plan’s goals due to the correct justifications stated by
the Secretary General. In his second contradictory
statement he said that Kuwait-or Greece, no differ-
ence-is well known for its commitment to planning.
As a result, he was applauded by his colleagues at the
GCC. Kuwait lost the custody of oil which allowed,
during its prosperity, much wrong doing. Perhaps
Kuwait has lost the last real reform chance with
endurable costs. The Secretary General’s statement
and its annulment in 48 hours reaffirm that Kuwait’s
commitment history, present and future are not well. 

The weekly performance of KSE 
The performance of Kuwait Stock Exchange (KSE)

for the last week was mixed, where the indices of the
trade volume and the general  index,  show an
increase, while the trade value, and number of trans-
actions show a decrease. AlShall Index (value index)
closed at 418.3 points at the closing of last Thursday,
showing an increase of about 0.9 points or about 0.2
percent compared with its level last week, while it’s a
decrease by 25.7 points or about 5.8 percent com-
pared with the end of 2014. 

Need to unify decision-making mechanism
AL-SHALL WEEKLY ECONOMIC REPORT


